
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In the process of capturing an image frequently there are interfence in the

results , this is also called a noise. Noise can occur due to interfences during the

process of capturing an image , this interfences because the camera lacks focus

and the process of capturing is  not perfect causing spots in  the image appear.

Noise also has various forms and characteristics , so noise in the image can be

divided into several types , that is Gaussian noise who gives colored dots on the

image then, Salt & Pepper noise who gives black and white dots on the image and

Speckle noise who gives black dots on the image

Noise makes the quality of captured image less perfect , so a method is

needed to reduce or even eliminate noise in image with the intetion of getting an

image with good quality. The quality in image can be measured by using PSNR

( Peak Signal to Noise ratio ) , the higher of PSNR value has the better quality of

image.  

There are so many kind methods that can be use to reduce a noise from an

image  ,  especially  salt  &  pepper  noise  ,  there  are  Gaussian  Filtering  ,  Mean

Filtering , Median Filtering , Modus Filtering and etc ,  but in several journals

stated  that  the  best  method  for  reduce  a  noise  in  a  image  is  using  Gaussian

Filtering , but other journal stated that Median Filtering is the best method for

reducing a noise from an image. Then the making of this project is to decide the

best  methods  between Gaussian  Filtering  and Median  Filtering  for  reducing a

noise from an image by counting a PSNR value of each image that have been

processed by Gaussian Filtering and Median Filtering.

This project using 20 images with salt & pepper noise , 10 images with

speckle noise , and 5 images with gaussian noise as a objects , 5 methods for
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reducing a noise in image , namely Gaussian Filtering and Median Filtering and

the parameter that is PSNR value  

1.2 Scope

1. What is the best method for reducing a salt & pepper noise in image?

2. Does the size of kernels affect the results from reducing a noise in image?

3. Is the methods still can be work as well if the image has another noise

(speckle noise and gaussian noise) besides this salt & pepper noise?

1.3 Objective

Make a program  for reducing a noise in image using Gaussian Filtering

and Median Filtering methods with different kernels
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